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Abstract— This article presents a variance reduction scheme for nonparametric transfer function estimators based on the use of wavelets as an
alternative to the traditional spectral windowing. The latter can be generalized into a variance reduction method based on thresholding (omitting or
altering) the coef¿cients of an orthogonal series expansion of the estimator
to be smoothed. The ef¿ciency depends on the degree in which the information on the true function and on the estimation errors is separated in the
transform domain and on the choice of threshold operation. Crucial is the
choice of threshold level, distinguishing between coef¿cients related predominantly to estimation errors and those associated with the underlying
true function. The standard wavelet threshold operation with a constant or
level-dependent threshold can not be applied to wavelet coef¿cients of spectral denstity functions. The nonstationarity in the statistical properties of
these estimators reveals itself in the wavelet domain as signi¿cant peaks. An
ef¿cient threshold level should follow the standard deviation of each wavelet
coef¿cient. New exact expressions of the standard deviation are presented,
using the fact that we are dealing with functions associated with linear time
invariant systems. An estimator based on these expressions proves to be an
appropriate threshold level.
Keywords—System identi¿cation, transfer function estimation, wavelets,
variance reduction, spectral estimation, frequency dependent window

sulting variance reduction follows from windowing with a frequency dependent window. Section IV shows that the direct application of the standard wavelet thresholding to the empirical
transfer function estimate is infeasible. Section V then presents
the new variance reduction method. Section VI motivates the
use of a threshold level following the standard deviation in the
wavelet coef¿cients. An estimator of the standard deviation is
derived in section VII, which is shown to serve as an appropriate
threshold level.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Situation under consideration
We adopt the following system representation in the frequency domain:
\ +i, @ Jr +i,X +i, . Y +i ,>
where the transfer function Jr +i ,, given by

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wavelets, developed since the 1980’s, have found their use in
various ¿elds of science as mathematics, physics, geology and
image processing. Extensive literature is available on the theory
of wavelets and their properties ([11][9][5]). Their application
in practice generally follows the wavelet denoising scheme of
Donoho (1995), based on the compression ability of wavelets
and the associated possibility of ef¿cient noise reduction. In
the ¿eld of system identi¿cation their inÀuence has not been
of comparable degree. The application has been studied for
variance reduction in auto spectral density function estimators
([12][14]) and research is undertaken to develop model structures in terms of wavelets ([6][1][2]). Bodin (1995) employs
wavelets for smoothing the empirical transfer function estimate
by combining wavelet denoising with the traditional spectral
windowing.
We will introduce a technique for variance reduction in nonparametric transfer function estimators based on the application
of wavelets, as an alternative to the use of spectral windows.
The theory behind the method is characterized by the fact that
explicit use is made of the properties of wavelets and of the
fact that the functions under consideration are linear time invariant. In particular, an estimator of the standard deviation in
the wavelet coef¿cients is presented, serving as a threshold level
corresponding with the behaviour of the estimation errors in the
wavelet coef¿cients.
Background information and properties of the spectral estimators are given in sections II. Section III deals with wavelet
thresholding and emphasizes its potential by showing that re-
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relates the Discrete Time Fourier Transforms of the input x+w,
and the observed output |+w, @ |+w, . y+w,.1 The underlying system is taken to be scalar, linear, time-invariant and discrete, letting the variable w be an integer. The data ix+w,> |+w,j is
known within an interval ^4> Q `, while the additive term y+w, to
the output |+w, of the system represents all random inÀuences.
Both the input x+w, and the noise term y+w, are considered to be
zero mean Gaussian distributed stationary stochastic sequences.
The ¿niteness and random behaviour of the observed input
and output data implies that the derivation of the transfer function Jr +i, amounts to estimating this function. Here nonparametric estimators will be considered.
B. Transfer function estimator
The deterministic behaviour of the underlying system can be
deduced from the observed stochastic input and output data by
use of their ensemble properties. The transfer function Jr +i , is
expressed in the cross spectral density function of the input and
the output and the spectral density of the input by
Jr +i , @

|x +i ,

x +i ,
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 Due to the fact that the energy of a random process is unlimited, the standard
Discrete Time Fourier Transform has to be modi¿ed for stochastic signals. De¿ne, for data length ,  E  ' I 
|' E  32Zs| for any (stochastic)
signal E . Omittance of the subscript , as in equation 1, will denote the limit,
.
if existing, of the transform for
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This expression is exact under the condition that the input x+w,
is uncorrelated with the additive noise term y+w,.
Expression (3) allows the problem of estimating the transfer
function Jr +i , to be transferred to the problem of estimating
the (cross) spectral density functions |x +i, and x +i ,. Wellknown estimators, found in e.g. [13] and [8], are given, for input
and output observations of data length Q , by

 +i, @
a |x +i, @ \Q +i,XQ
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a|x + , represents the estimator of the covariance funcwhere F
tion F|x + , given by
+
4 SQ 
>Q A  A 3
Q Sw@4 |+w,x+w .  ,
a
F|x + , @
(5)
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The corresponding transfer function estimator, given by

 +i , \Q +i,
\Q +i,XQ
a HW I H +i , @
@
J
 +i, @ XQ +i ,
a x +i ,
XQ +i,XQ
a |x +i ,

by projecting the sampled spectral estimator a +io , onto the
two-dimensional family of orthonormal functions *m>n +io , and
#m>n +io ,, generated by dilation and translation of a basic scaling
function *+io , and associated wavelet #+io , (for n> m 5 ],
*m>n +io , @ 5 5 *+5m io  n, @ 5 5 *m +io  5m n,
m

#m>n +io , @ 5 5 #+5m io  n, @ 5 5 #m +io  5m n,=
m

gm +io , @

is commonly known as the empirical transfer function estimate.
C. Properties of the spectral estimators
Both the (cross) spectral density function estimators a |x +i ,
and a x +i , and the empirical transfer function estimate
a HW I H +i , are not consistent. Though asymptotically unbiased
J
and uncorrelated in neighbouring frequencies, they do not converge in the mean square sense to the functions to be estimated.2
In particular, with i+Q , the Nyquist frequency (e.g. [8], [13])
ydu^ a |x +i ,` 
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The variance is independent of the sample size Q , which, in
combination with the neighbouring values being uncorrelated,
results in an erratic and wildly Àuctuating form making them
of practically no use as an estimate of the spectral density functions. The resulting empirical transfer function estimate exhibits
a HW I H +i ,
a similar behaviour. To turn a |x +i ,, a x +i, and J
into proper estimators, further processing is required by which
the variance is reduced.
III. WAVELETS AND WAVELET DENOISING
Variance reduction is traditionally achieved by means of spectral windowing. The mechanism involved in the use of lag windows can be generalized by considering series expansion of the
spectral estimator a +i , in orthogonal basis functions !o +i ,.
A. Wavelets
We consider the series expansion of a spectral estimator in periodic orthogonal discrete wavelets allowing for a multiresolution analysis. For details the reader is referred to [9][5][11]. The
Periodic Discrete Wavelet Transform (fm +n,, gm +n,, is induced
2 An important exception is formed in case of a periodic input.

m
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Note that the translations are taken in steps of 5m . But for this
downsampling operation the wavelet transform could be interpreted as a straightforward convolution of the estimator a +io ,
and the scaling function *m +io , or wavelet # m +io , at scale m.
We use a transform known as the Shift Invariant Wavelet Transform, induced by the coef¿cients fm +io , and gm +io , obtained by
projecting 5Q samples of one period of the spectral estimator
a +io , onto all the 5Q integer translates of basis functions *
 m +io ,
 m +io ,,
and #
fm +io , @

(6)
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The original wavelet coef¿cients gm +n, follow
from
a downsam

pling with a factor 5m (gm +n, @& 5m gm +io , ). The wavelet

transform transforms 5Q @ 5P samples of one period of the
a
sampled spectral estimator +io , into 5Q coef¿cients fmP +n,
and gm +n, representing the correspondence between a +io , and
the periodized discrete scaling functions *m>n +io , and wavelets
 and frequency 5m n
#m>n +io , of a particular scale m 5 ^3> P`

P

m
`,.
(n 5 ^3> 5
The Inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms of basis functions
 +io ,, as they only
 m +io , and #
*m +io , and #m +io , (and *
m
differ in the manner of translation) are given by
Jm + , @ I 4 #m +io , @ J+5m4 ,
Km + , @ I 4 *m +io , @
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where the ¿lters K+ , and J+ , are conjugate quadrature mirror ¿lters. The ¿lters Km and Jm are complementary low-pass
and a high-pass band ¿lter, respectively. Figure 1 shows how
each wavelet coef¿cient contains information on details in the
spectral estimator not only associated with a particular place in
the estimator but as well with a particular scale, or ”frequency
band”.
B. Thresholding expansion coef¿cients
The spectral estimator is considered to consist of the true
spectral function +i, and an additive error term Y +i,, representing the estimation errors.3 The linear operation of project-
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Note that we consider the estimator xE  to be unbiased. If this assumption is not valid, in the following discussion the true spectral density function
xE  should be replaced by the sum of xE  and a term representing the bias.
Variance reduction is then optimized with respect to the biased function.
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Fig. 1. Left: Partitioning of the ’wavelet frequency domain’ into bands related
to wavelets and scaling functions of scale . Right: Translation and dilation
of a scaling function (coifman-5). The scaling functions are localized in time
and in scale.



ing a +i, onto orthonormal basis functions !o +i,4 then results in
expansion coef¿cients 
a o to consist of the sum of an element o
associated with the true spectral function +i, and an element
o>Y related to the estimation error Y +i ,,
a +i , @
+i , . Y +i ,

a o @ o . o>Y =

0

1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
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D. Why wavelets are suitable
The variance reduction resulting from the threshold operation
can be made more explicit. Equation (12) can be written as,5
a  +i, @
@
@

(12)

C. Threshold level
A proper bias and variance trade-off, inherent in the thresholding operation 12, can not be made on the basis of the availability, in practice, of a single realization of the spectral estimator a +io ,. In order to remove those wavelet coef¿cients predominantly representing information on the estimation error Y +i,,
we have to resort to ensemble properties of the wavelet coef¿cients. Donoho and Johnstone (1995) showed that the maximum
values of a particular realization ofs
a Gaussian white noise are
related by a factor, asymptotically 5 orj+Q ,, to the standard
deviation. Omittance
s of all coef¿cients under the so-called universal threshold  5 orj+Q, ensures that, if the expectation of
a coef¿cient 
a o is zero, the probability of keeping the noisy coef¿cient vanishes asymptotically.
In practice, due to the ¿niteness of the data, one resorts to
scaling the standard deviation with a factor used as a design
variable comparable to the bandwidth parameter in spectral windowing. [14][12] [5]

, represents either a scaling function or wavelet with associated coef¿cients k, .

s

C
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The scaling factor  o can reduce the inÀuence of the error term
Y +i , in the spectral estimator by altering or omitting in the series expansion those basis functions !o +i,, whose coef¿cients

a o contribute, in some norm, more to the error term Y +i , than
to the true spectral function +i ,. The independency of each of
the coef¿cient guarantees that altering or removing one coef¿cient will not affect the others. In the ¿eld of wavelet theory an
operation as 12 is known as thresholding the expansion coef¿cients 
a o [7].

4 0 0 0

Fig. 2. Wavelet coef¿cients of .A8. E ,  associated with the rotating drive
system of ¿gure 5. Coef¿cients above 500 contain no signi¿cant information on the true function. The large peaks are due to the inÀuence of the
stochastic input outside the time interval under consideration. Here even
for
' efbS a constant threshold level can not be used.

A new estimator a  +i,, based on altering the expansion coef¿cients 
a o with a factor  o , is given by
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The smoothing window S +i> j, results from altering the inÀuence of some of the basis functions in the series expansion of
the estimator a +i ,. Alternatively, the omittance of coef¿cients
in any series expansion results in the projection onto a lower
dimensional subspace.
In traditional spectral windowing the application of the lag
a , results, due
window to the covariance function estimator F+
to the speci¿c character of the complex exponentials associated
with the Discrete Time Fourier Transform, in a convolution with
a spectral window of ¿xed form. For general basis functions, the
resulting window will be frequency dependent.
Note that the omittance of all wavelet coef¿cients upto a certain scale m, will result exactly in the application of a lag window
Km + , and resulting smoothing operation with a ¿xed spectral
window *m +i, (¿g. 1). The potency in the use of wavelets lies
with the fact that each wavelet coef¿cient can not only be associated with a ”frequency band”, but with a particular interval
around i @ 5m n as well. As the coef¿cients are independent due
to the orthonormality of the wavelets, the smoothing operation,
the trade-off between bias and variance, can be made locally.
IV. WAVELET DENOISING DIRECTLY TO THE EMPIRICAL
TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIMATE

The direct application of the thresholding scheme to the empirical transfer function estimate seems at ¿rst sight to be attractive. Well-known expressions by Ljung (1985) for the statistical
a HW I H +i , indicate the estimator to be asympproperties of J
totically unbiased and uncorrelated, exhibiting a variance given
D For convenience, continuous functions are considered. Strictly speaking,
xE  is not necessarily contained in 2 EU. In practice, we consider xE , 
which will be a function in 2 EU, allowing for an exact representation in basis
2 EU.
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by the signal to noise ratio [10]. For white input and noise sequences, or at least sequences having a smooth spectral density
function, the standard deviation in the associated wavelet coef¿cients is then constant. A simple constant threshold would
provide for a proper thresholding operation.
a HW I H +i , will be erratic correHowever, the behaviour of J
sponding to the particular realization of the input, with severe
outliers where the denominator in (6) is close to zero. But more
important, the expressions of Ljung are derived under the assumption that the input x+w, is deterministic or periodic. In a
general setup, the past values of the input x+w, are not known
and the input x+w, will be stochastic as its realizations differ for
different experiments. This implies that the inÀuence of the values of the input outside the time interval under consideration
should be ascribed to the variance. (see also [4]) The additional
inÀuence to the variance is proportional to the magnitude of the
underlying true transfer function. For transfer functions exhibiting both large and small values in their magnitude this implies
a HW I H +i , and the associated wavelet
that the variance in both J
coef¿cients is severely nonstationary (¿g. 2).
The application of a narrow Hamming window prior to the
application of the wavelet denoising scheme, as proposed by
Bodin (1997), will reduce both the magnitude of the variance
and its variation over frequencies by correlating the values of
a HW I H +i ,. However, Bodin’s method is still based on the variJ
ance expression of Ljung (1987) and does not consider the inÀuence of the stochastic input outside the interval under consideration. Particularly in the situation of a transfer function to be
estimated exhibiting signi¿cant variations in its magnitude, the
nonstationarity in the variance in the wavelet coef¿cients will
be signi¿cant even after the application of a spectral window.
Moreover, the choice of the right combination of threshold level
and bandwidth of the spectral window is not trivial.
Instead, we suggest the use of a threshold level explicitly following the nonstationary standard deviation in each coef¿cient.
This is possible by exploiting the fact that the functions are associated with linear time-invariant systems.
V. P ROPOSAL OF A VARIANCE REDUCTION SCHEME
We propose a variance reduction scheme for smoothing an
a HW I H +i ,, based on the
empirical transfer function estimate J
wavelet denoising of expression (13) of the cross spectral density function estimator a |x +i , and the spectral density function
estimator a x +i , in expression (6):
U 45
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Though the literature on spectral windowing (e.g. [13]) suggests the use of a window with different bandwidth for a |x +i ,
and for a x +i ,, it should be realized that the cross spectral density function estimator \Q +i,XQ +i , is directly related, through
the true transfer function, to the spectral density function esti5
mator mXQ +i,m . The variations following the features of the
particular realization of XQ +i ,, are more signi¿cantly present
in the term \Q +i ,XQ +i , than the inÀuence of the true transfer function on its expectation. Empirical results verify that the

strong correlation between numerator and denominator requires
an identical smoothing operation.
As it is the cross spectral density function in the numerator
which contains the system information we are interested in, we
base the wavelet denoising on thresholding the wavelet coef¿cients of a |x +i,. Subsequently, the same threshold operation
 m>n is applied to the wavelet coef¿cients of the denominator
a x +i ,.
VI. T HRESHOLDING THE CROSS SPECTRAL DENSITY
FUNCTION ESTIMATOR

Figure 3 depicts the wavelet coef¿cients of an estimator of
the spectral density function |x +i,. The wavelet transform
has been able to compress the information on the true function
in a small number of relatively large coef¿cients. However, the
choice of threshold level must be based, without knowledge on
the true function, on the availability of a single realization only.
A proper threshold level should follow the signi¿cantly varying
standard deviation.
The variance of the wavelet coef¿cients gm +n, can be expressed in terms of the covariance matrix of the estimation error
Y +i ,. With expressions (11), (8) and (9), we have for the shift
invariant wavelet coef¿cients gm +io ,
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The standard deviation for the wavelet coef¿cients gm +n, follows
from downsampling (ydu^gm +n,` @& 5^ydu^gm +io ,``,= Since the
statistical properties of the spectral estimator a |x +i , are proportional to the underlying true function (see expression (7)),
expression (15) shows the standard deviation in the wavelet coef¿cients to vary greatly over the coef¿cients (see ¿gure 3).
VII. E STIMATING THE VARIANCE IN THE WAVELET
COEFFICIENTS

In practice, the speci¿c features of the variance in the wavelet
coef¿cients of a |x +i , have to be estimated from one realization
of an input x+w, and output |+w,. The main problem lies with
the fact that available expressions of the covariance of the cross
spectral density function estimator like (7) are too approximate
for estimators based on a small number of input and output data.
Exact expressions that are valid for ¿nite data sets can be derived
though, in terms of the covariance function estimator Fa|x + ,, by
applying the Fourier Transform to expression (15).
A. Theoretical expression for the variance in wavelet coef¿cients of a cross spectral density function estimator
 +io , denoting the conFrom expression (15), with Y +io ,#
m
volution between Y +io , and the reversed shift invariant wavelet
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The straightforward application of the Inverse Discrete Time
Fourier Transform to expression (16) yields for the (periodic)
shift invariant wavelet coef¿cients gm +io , of scale m,

0
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where Jm + , denotes the wavelet ¿lter corresponding to the
wavelets #m +i , of scale m (cf. 10) and y+ , the Inverse Discrete Time Fourier Transform of Y +i,. Relating the expectation
operator H^` to the stochastic variables only and noting from (4)
that the term y+n, represents the estimation errors in the covariance function estimator Fa|x + ,, results in
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The Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform of the variance in the
shift invariant wavelet coef¿cients gm +n, is seen to be expressed
in terms of the covariance function of the covariance function
estimator Fa|x + , and the wavelet ¿lters Jm + , of the associated wavelets #m +i,. It is precisely for the covariance function
estimator Fa|x +, that an exact expression can be derived,
l
k
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where the ranges of summation should be taken as
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Fig. 3. Top: Wavelet coef¿cients (coifman-5) of a realization of an estimator x+ E , with expectation equal to the coef¿cients of the true function
x+ E . An ef¿cient threshold is based on scaling the standard deviation.
The standard deviation is calculated from a Monte Carlo simulation of fff
realizations of x+ E ,  based on a white noise and input signal of length
' D2 with variance 2
 '  and a noise term E  additive to the
output with variance of 2 ' f ff2D Bottom: Estimation of the standard
deviation based on a single realization using expressions (18) and (19) .
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B. Estimating the variance in the wavelet coef¿cients
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Expressions (18) and (19) are exact even for ¿nite data sets.
By a simple Discrete Fourier transformation and appropriate
downsampling the variance in the wavelet coef¿cients is obtained.
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An estimator of the variance in the wavelet coef¿cients of
a |x +i , from a single realization of the estimator is obtained
by using estimators Fa|| + ,, Fax + ,, Fa|x + , and Fax| +n, with
expression (5) for the occurring covariance functions in expression (19). Note that, F|| +, @ F||+, . Fyy +, and
F|x +, @ F|x + ,, as x+w, and y+w, are assumed to be uncorrelated. Therefore, the estimate follows with
l
k
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4 [[q a
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.F
Figure 3 depicts an example, based on the test system found
in [3], of an estimation of the standard deviation in the wavelet
domain based on one realization of the input and output data
and the use of expressions (18) and (21). As an estimate of
the standard deviation itself the estimator is naturally quite poor
since it is based on one realization only. Although following
the peaks, the estimator is too erratic to closely approximate the
true (Monte Carlo) standard deviation. However, the features of
the particular realization of the estimation error in the wavelet
coef¿cients on which the estimation is based are followed remarkably well by the estimation of the standard deviation. The
estimator practically encloses the estimation error in the wavelet
coef¿cients of the particular realization on which the estimator
is based. As such it serves as a very ef¿cient threshold by being
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
Wavelet denoising provides for an effective variance reduction in the empirical transfer function estimate, when based on
the consecutive thresholding of the wavelet coef¿cients of the
(cross) spectral density function estimator in its numerator and
denominator. Theoretical expressions of the standard deviation
in the wavelet coef¿cients allow for the derivation of threshold
level which, based on one realization, ef¿ciently removes the
estimation errors. The absence of a theoretical expression for
a HW I H +i, for ¿nite stochastic data sets prethe variance in J
vents the direct application of the wavelet denoising scheme
a HW I H +i,. Further research is required on the choice of
to J
wavelet type, since wavelet denoising is based on the assumption of a compact representation of the function to be smoothed.
Empirical results indicate that the proposed method is a promising alternative to the traditional spectral windowing.
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